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[Redman]
Grab a hoe to ya seats
My style bulldoze the streets
I talk dirty puncture hoes in my teeth
Cavity creep I'm young hung over thirty
You with it move with it
Not shut up I'm cool with it
Doctor Jurassic four rap tour wrap your
Head in a gorging in trenches where rats crawl
It's mine (brrrr) that's yours
My gun is bisexual it's hitting male or female when I'm
letting go
This is a code alert my truck rim size dimmable
Or Jordan shirts 23's got to work
We stick to the streets my shell toe's Velcro
There I go wearing wool standing with scarecrow
Y'all niggas barely move me
Till you grow some balls like miss Mann from Scary
Movie
You banned from being mooly
I keep it black gutter white gutter
Chinese gutter by these brothers
Here try these fuckers here
[Chorus]
All my niggas let's do it
All my bitches florin that ass let's do it
Looks a crooked eye muthafucka let's do it
Meth and Doc we got it locked let's do it
Man my block let's do it
[Method Man]
I'm just to cool in the game it's a beautiful thang
Street pharmaceutical slang scoop loose in the brain
While mo gin juicing my gin abusing yo chin
Be losing your religion again when the venom kicks in
Living with sin citizen X triple the threat
Mad dog wreck a animal house send in the vets
There it goes picking my nose fixing my clothes
At the same time keeping my flows different from yo
Low key with the gold teeth have a OC on my person
Looking at y'all niggas like y'all owe me
For certain I'm all that my foe mack
Wearing out ya do mat I'm hurting commercialised acts
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It's a wrap pull the curtain
Long John be long gone
I pop shit and
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